Boundary Statement – Beck Thom
Under the business names Body Curious and Quintimacy (Queer Intimacy) I offer
therapeutic work (although I am not a qualified psychotherapist) and education/facilitation
to the LGBTQ+ communities of which I am also a member of. My service ranges from talking,
listening, somatic coaching to touch and bodywork (including erotic). This raises important
issues around ethical practice and professional boundaries.
Traditional counselling and psychotherapy have strict rules and norms around separating a
therapist’s personal and professional life, including online and social media, to create
anonymity and a complete containment of the therapeutic relationship.
In the case of LGBTQ therapists, it is acknowledged that these traditional policies are often
not realistic or even desirable, as we are members of the communities we serve, and
deserve to be, and indeed it is part of our strength, knowledge and therapeutic connection
that we bring to our work with our queer clients.
It can be considered in this way; we work in a small town, rather than a large global
community. This applies even with online work, because of how connected we now are by
social media and the use of technology to communicate and gather in groups and
communities online.
It remains important to be conscious and intentional about how we navigate this reality, in
order to be ethical, transparent and for everyone involved (therapist and clients/potential
clients) to have informed consent. It is particularly important because of the nature of my
personal and professional activities, as both may involve activities that are stigmatised and
‘othered’ by mainstream society and traditional institutions (public nudity, public erotic
activity, exchanges of payment for intimate touch and kink/BDSM).
That is the purpose of this professional Boundary Statement.
My position
I live in the Midlands, UK and am connected to a network of queer community throughout
the UK and in some cases, Europe. This network involves queer sexuality festivals, play
parties and kink events. I am involved in sexuality festivals as an organiser/facilitator and
have also been on ‘crew’ for other play parties and events.
Since 2017, I have offered workshops around consent, communication, massage and
sexuality to LGBT people. There is some crossover between my ‘personal’ and ‘professional’
community; this is not an unusual situation within these networks. It can include paying for

mentoring or accounting for example, from someone who is also a personal friend or
acquaintance, or who also attends my workshops.
I am not a psychotherapist or counsellor, although I have therapeutic training and
experience as a therapeutic social worker. I am a Certified Sexological Bodyworker (2017)
and I follow the code of conduct for Sexological Bodyworkers when I am providing a service
under my practice names Body Curious and Quintimacy. This means that I remain clothed,
wear gloves for intimate touch and adhere to one way touch from practitioner to client. I am
fully insured.
Confidentiality
If you approach me as a potential client, or become a client, or book onto a workshop with
me, and become a workshop participant, I will treat the information you share with me as
confidential and will not share it without your permission. If co-facilitating a workshop I
would share with my colleague and assistants on a careful ‘need to know’ basis.
I may discuss our work together in supervision and this will be without identifying details in
most cases. Where it is necessary to identify you, this will be confidential within the
supervision relationship and not shared beyond there.
I will not divulge anywhere that you have approached me, or that you attend my workshops
without permission. I will not divulge your identity, gender history, etc without your
permission, except in a general way (such as telling a potential group member that a number
of the group are trans).
Exceptions to keeping information confidential includes;
-

If I believe you or another person are at risk of serious harm
A child safeguarding issue
you divulge information about possible terrorist activity.

Where possible, if I needed to share information with authorities, I would inform you first
although in some cases this is not possible.
Boundaries between personal and professional relationships
With each person I have a brief or ongoing relationship with, whether that is personal or
professional, or a blend of both, I believe this needs to be clear, negotiated about and
consensual for everyone involved.
A professional relationship might be a client, workshop participant, mentoring or coaching
client who pays me, or is going to pay me, for my time and service. It is defined by me
providing you with space, a service and I have professional responsibilities to you.
A personal relationship might be an emotionally close friendship, a sexual or romantic
partner, a play partner. This is defined by a mutual exchange, no payment is involved and
may be more casual and relaxed.

In addition, a personal relationship (to me) might also include my own therapist, massage
therapist or bodyworker for my own personal needs. I might also have a personal friend who
I also collaborate with professionally and publicly, or who assists in a workshop I am holding.
Entering into a sexual/romantic/kink relationship/encounter, or close friendship, with a
current or recent paying client is not ethical or appropriate. This is because there can be
(real or perceived) power differences, conflicts of interest, risk of client feeling exploited or
harmed, psychological ‘transference’ from the therapeutic relationship, and reputational risk
to the professional.
As a general principle, I hold an awareness that the professional and the personal
relationships are separate, and I behave accordingly and gently expect and encourage my
clients to. Where there is a crossover and a mix of personal and professional, I aim to be
aware and intentional about it, and may ‘check in’ with the person about our understanding
of our relationship. If there are a blend of purposes and roles emerging in a relationship,
then we may aim to be clear when we are in our professional roles or our personal roles.
I do not operate ‘skills exchange’ with other practitioners of therapeutic or intimate services
in most cases. I would also not offer Sexological Bodywork services in exchange for
non-intimate services, such as accounting, web design, etc. I believe that a general principle
of keeping an exchange ‘clean’ is the most ethical and preferable option for myself, although
I acknowledge that other practitioners hold different views.
My code of conduct requires a 1 year gap after working with a client before becoming
intimately involved with them. I do not view my work as a method of meeting potential
partners, and view this 1 year requirement as a minimum. I would carefully consider the
particular scenario (with help from supervision if necessary) and would take into account
situation at the time, including the nature of the work we had done together, each of our
capacity and vulnerability and other relevant factors.
Boundaries around attendees of workshops
If you attend a short taster workshop or a large demo or workshop at a festival, with little
direct contact or input from me, as long as we operate within the protocol of the festival,
this does not rule out considering personal connection. However, for attendance at my
substantial offerings, such as Quintimacy weekends, or ongoing group work programmes
online, I would consider you to be a client for 1 year after your last attendance, as per my
code of conduct.
In all cases, I would be considering carefully what was being proposed, power dynamics, our
different vulnerabilities and I may use supervision to inform my decisions and behaviour. I
consider it important to be transparent about the mixing of roles and boundaries and to
communicate about them in an honest way.
In either the case of workshops or one to one work, there may be a situation where an
either/or decision would need to be made between becoming personally involved OR
engaging with me and Quintimacy as a client/participant. In these situations, it is important

that genuine therapeutic needs and needs for community spaces by the potential client are
met elsewhere if this is the case.

Navigating sharing of public events and spaces
I attend and participate in various community spaces and festivals as part of my personal
life, and in some places play a role as facilitator or organiser.
I aim to communicate clearly with clients and workshop participants who might be attending
the same events as me, about how we will manage this.
-

-

Whether we will acknowledge each other, and the client is given the choice and
control in this.
The client is free to divulge that they work with me as a practitioner, but I will never
divulge this and will not share the content or nature of our work together.
Make clear the limits about playing with each other, watching each other’s play or
activities, and interacting with partners or the close intimates of each other at an
event.
Making agreements about keeping distance or keeping talk and engagement to a
minimum, and understanding that I am not in my working role and the client is not in
their client role during this time, but that some boundaries still need to be
maintained.

Social media and online spaces
In general, I keep my personal and professional activities relatively separate online. I may
appear on forums and dating sites that identify me as queer, polyam, and kinky, but I would
not engage with clients or workshop participants through these platforms. I maintain two
separate Facebook pages for my personal life and Quintimacy. I prefer to keep
work-related communication on my email, or Beck Thom messenger account. I do not enter
into large amounts of unpaid or undefined communication with people who approach me; I
aim for clarity about how and why we are communicating with each other and the
possibilities/limits of it.
Review and comments
This document will be reviewed on a regular basis, and if you have any questions about it,
please email me on info@quintimacy.com
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